
                                                                

 

WILDERNESS PARK Race Team   

ASBK Round 7 

Queensland Raceway 

Last weekend Wilderness Racing competed in the last round of the Australian Superbike Championships which were 

held at Brisbane. We started the meeting with up the Australian 125gp championship already won but wanted to 

finish the job and get a bit of Brisbane sunshine on the weekend.  

         With only 2 fifteen minute sessions for practice on Friday it was hard to get the bike set up right. But we had a 

good base setting from the last meeting at Brisbane so we were only a 1.5 seconds off the fastest Moto3  250cc rider 

and were the fastest 125 on track in the first session. We found another half second in the last practice session but 

still a bit off the front 250cc bikes.  

Qualifying 

           First qualifying saw us pick up another half second making us fifth overall and first 125. Second qualifying we 

were 0.2 of a second quicker but still only good enough for fifth behind four 250cc bikes, first 125cc. 

Race One 

          I made one off the worst starts of the year letting the clutch out too fast bogging the engine down, luckily with 

the championship sown up it was not going to be an issue were I finished so I put my head down and started picking 

up places getting round 2 or 3 bikes in the first 2 corners and getting back into 5th by the first lap but could not pull in 

the leading 4 and finished a lonely 5th overall but the first 125cc so a win for my class first race of the weekend even 

with a start mishap.  

                                                               



 

                                                      

Sunday  
Race 2 

      Knowing we had the pace on the other 125 bikes we thought race 2 would be a breeze and maybe we could run 

with the 250cc bikes if I get a good start. But as I left the pits the bike stalled and refused to start I couldn’t believe 

the very reliable Yamaha was giving us trouble so a frantic push back to the pits. Mitch managed to track it down to 

some dirt in the carby and we got to start from the pit lane well behind the whole field this made me very 

determined to catch as many bikes as I could. I quickly caught and passed the 125s and then started hunting down 

any 250s I could get. With one of the leaders crashing out and another with engine trouble I found myself in 3rd then 

had a big front end lose on the second last corner, saving the bike from a crash I ran wide running off the track onto 

the dirt loosing 2 places and finishing back in 5th but  again 1st 125.  

Race3. 

      We started the bike early before race 3 and found we still had a carburetion issue, after closer inspection Mitch 

found some water in the fuel so we opened a new drum and replaced all the fuel cleaning the carby again and got 

the bike running cleanly again. Hoping the bike would run even better with good fuel we looked forward to the last 

race of the weekend.  Finally I got off the line cleanly then in the first couple of laps the bike started to overheat and 

I started to pay too much attention to the temp gauge, running wide on a couple of corners loosing time and 

positions after a couple of laps it seemed that the bike wasn’t getting any worse just running a bit hot I decided to 

ignore the temp and get those places back with one of the leading 250s blowing an engine on the last lap I managed 

a  4th overall place 1st 125 the best result of the weekend winning the round for 125s. 

   A great finish to the year!  Wilderness Racing has won 4 of the 5 national rounds this year winning 12 out of 15 

races winning the last 11 races in a row!  This has been a team effort with Mitch and I keeping the TZ running 

competitively all around the country and the many sponsors that have made it possible are just as much part of the 

team!  

 



The next race is at Phillip Island GP circuit on the 6th and 7th of October for the 

Victorian Titles which we are also leading! 

                                 COME DOWN TO THE ISLAND AND JOIN IN!!                                                                        
 

 

 And it would not have been possible without the help of:  Shark Helmets , Ultracut ,  C.J. 

Engineering , Cooper Autos , Hamilton Spectator , Taylor Motors ,  Western District 

Agriculture ,  Tasker Chiro ,  Macarthur Rural Supplies , P.K. Bearings, Fox & Lillie wool, 

Weeran Angus (Race division)  and Bikemart .  

                                                               

 

Wilderness Racing is; 

                     Rider              Lachlan Hill  

                     Mechanic      Mitch Jackson  

                  Bike               TZ 125 Yamaha          

                                                                                                                                

                                                                                        

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                              

 WHERE THE WILD THINGS RACE
                      


